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From: Bill <bdenneenGslonet.org>
To: <nrcrep C nrc.gov>
Date: Tue, Dec 23, 2003 12:40 PM
Subject: DIABLO

Chief <nrcrep~nrc.gov>
Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, DC 20555-0001

RE: ACTIONS TO ACHIEVE POST-FIRE SAFE SHUTDOWN
With the near catastrophic fire at Browns Ferry nuclear power station

in 1975, NRC is mandated by federal law to require electrical systems used
for the automated shutdown of the reactor from the control room be
maintained free from fire damage in the event of a serious fire. The NRC
proposed relaxation of enforcement of current fire code would allow
non-compliant reactor operators to sacrifice automated reactor shutdown
electrical systems and instead substitute non-validated manual actions that
increase unacceptable and undue risks to public health and safety and the
environment in the event of fire.

The recent 6.5 earthquake near Cambria alerts us to the 7.3 quake in
Nov. 1927 on Hosgri Fault which is right next to Diablo Nuclear Power
Plant. Diablo has become a very dangerous nuclear waste storage site. Do
not weaken rules protecting the plant.
Sincerely,
William Denneen, Biologist,1040 Cielo Lane, Nipomo,CA.,93444 929-3647

BILL DENNEEN: BiologistlAdvocate/Eco-hoolie/EcoEldr/GOF/Eldr/SOB
1040 Cielo Lane, Nipomo, CA.,93444 805-929-3647 PO#73

<http://www.slonet.org/-bdenneen/>
<http://www.hopedance.org>
<http://www.slocoastalliance.org/>
<http://www.hearstranchconservation.org/>

"Clearly Al Quaeda has been working *underground* in the San Simeon area"
Russ Ferriday

"We live in the spendingist nation in the world. The poorist American may
have trouble getting enough food and a good education, but by

gosh they've got color TVs." Silas Lyon
"feminists have said for decades that EDUCATION OF WOMEN and FAMILY

PLANNING are the key to population control" Sandi
'With the holiday season upon us, we hope that many of the materialistic
aspects of December are replaced with quality time with loved ones,
joy, laughter and lots of songs -- ample time to reflect on how we

might help create a more peaceful, just
and sustainable world." Jim Merkel

"I feel like an old dog that still want to chase the rabbit, but knows
that there's just no way to catch it." Pat V

"What looks bad to me is folks cowering to avoid a confrontation, not
standing up for what is right." Tarren

"listen to nature, the plants and animals were here before us and will be
here after us--watch and listen and see how they do it." Eric G.

"We are as rich as our ability to do without."-------Thoreau
"How many more Americans can the world tolerate?"- Bob S

---not taking a position IS taking a position---
HUMAN NEED not CORPORATE GREED!
Clinton lied but no one died
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-Only bullies strike first-
PEG (Pinard) 4 State Senate
TOM (Hutchings) for Assem
JIM (Patterson) 4 Super
SHOP SMART--NOT WAL-MART
educate not incarcerate
Recreate NOT Procreate
COPULATE not POPULATE

SAVE the MESA
STOP DIABLO

ECO-SLO
NO WTO
FROG
OFL
BL
2

CC: <mollypj @yahoo.com>


